
Decades of experience
Refinitiv has been calculating and distributing some of the world’s 
best known (and most obscure) indices for years.

Each index is constructed using content sets with the highest  
data integrity.

BPA Malaysia values over 2,000 bonds daily in adherence to  
strict Securities Commission Malaysia guidelines, and has over  
120 clients to date.

Its extensive bond database and expertise give it the unique ability 
to provide the most comprehensive bond indices in Malaysia.

Consistent and market-neutral valuations
• Long-established data collection, validation and dissemination 

procedures are in place to ensure consistent and market-neutral 
valuations 

• Our experienced team of analysts rigorously maintains the 
indices, ensuring data quality and reliability

• Established methodology complies with EFFAS-EBC regulations 

Refinitiv BPA Malaysia all bond index series
Compare market movements by bond class and/or maturity:

• Government bond indices
• Corporate bond indices
• Maturity band sub-indices
• Sukuk variants of the above

Refinitiv BPA Malaysia liquid index series
Highly liquid and investable indices, ideal for the basis of 
investment products:

• Each consists of five bonds with the highest volume/liquidity
• Greater sensitivity to market movements
• Ability to access liquidity premium

Availability
Refinitiv BPA Malaysia Indices are viewable on desktop products 
such as Refinitiv® Eikon, Refinitiv® Datastream® and BPAM 
BondStream. Email us for feed delivery and licensing queries.

Why choose Refinitiv BPA Malaysia Bond and  
Sukuk Indices?
• Most comprehensive coverage of the Malaysian bond universe
• Highly liquid variants, ideal for use as investment products
• Extensive bond valuation experience

For further information
refinitiv.com/indices

bpam.com.my

Email us
index_queries@refinitiv.com

enquiries@bpam.com.my

Refinitiv Indices has introduced a comprehensive suite of Malaysian bond indices to its range, using  
the extensive experience of Bond Pricing Agency (BPA) Malaysia.

The Refinitiv BPA Malaysia Bond and Sukuk Indices cover the entire local bond universe and serve  
as the most representative benchmarks for Malaysian fixed income.

The index series is calculated and administered by BPA Malaysia and distributed and licensed by Refinitiv.
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